Abstract. In this paper, an exact analytical solution for free vibration analysis of thick laminated annular/circular plates is presented. The equilibrium equations are derived according to the Reddy's third order shear deformation plate theory (TSDT). Governing equations are simplified into decoupled equations and solved analytically for plates with different boundary conditions. Then, natural frequency is obtained and the effects of geometrical parameters on annular/circular plates are studied. The accuracy and convergence of the presented method are demonstrated through numerical examples. For free vibration problems, the influences of various thickness ratios, radius ratios, the material property graded indexes and circumferential wave numbers on the lowest non-dimensional frequency are investigated under different circular boundary conditions. In-plane and out-plane mode shapes are presented to illustrate flexural motions of the plate.
Introduction
Laminated composite structures are among the most important structures widely used in the fields of aerospace, automotive and other engineering industries since they have considerably more stiffness and strength. The behavior of structures composed of several laminates is considerably more complicated than for isotropic ones.
The classical plate theory (CPT) [1] and first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) [2] are commonly used theory for the analysis of laminated composite plates. However, CPT predicts good results for thin plates only, because, the transverse shear deformation is omitted in CPT. FSDT does not satisfy shear stress free conditions at top and bottom surfaces of plates. Further, FSDT is not capable of properly constraining all the displacements at the clamped supports of beams and plates. Higher order shear deformation theories are therefore developed to overcome these limitations of classical laminated plate theory and first order shear deformation theories for the better representation of the bending, buckling and vibration of the laminated composite and sandwich plates [3] .
Various higher-order shear deformation plate theories were proposed, including the second-order shear deformation formulation of Whitney and Sun [4] and the third-order shear deformation theory of Lo et al. [5] with 11 unknowns; Kant [6] with six unknowns;
Reddy [7] with five unknowns and Hanna and Leissa [8] with four unknowns. However, among the aforementioned higher-order theories, the third-order shear deformation theory of Reddy [7] is the most widely adopted model in the study of plates, especially laminated ones, due to its high efficiency and simplicity.
Third order shear deformation theory, which is one of the equivalent single layer theories, is used. This theory is based on the same assumptions as the classical (CLPT) and first order shear deformation plate theories (FSDT), except that the assumption on the straightness and normality of the transverse normal is relaxed [9, 10] .
Exact natural frequencies of thick multilayered laminated composite plates were presented by Srinivas and Rao [11] and Noor [12] . Exact solution for the free vibration analysis of plates based on third-order shear deformation plate was determined by Hashemi et al. [13] . Hashemi et al. [14] also used differential transformation method to develop a semi-analytical solution for free vibration and modal stress analyses of circular plates resting on two-parameter elastic foundations. Xu [15] presented three-dimensional exact solutions for the free vibration of laminated transversely isotropic circular, annular and sectorial plates with unusual boundary conditions using a new state space technique.
Regarding the finite element method (FEM), Swaminathan and Patil [16, 17] , and Ganapathi and Makhecha [18] have carried out free vibration analysis of laminated composite and sandwich plates based on higher order shear and normal deformation theory using finite element method. Recently, Sayyad and Ghugal [19] presented a comprehensive review study on the free vibration analysis of laminated composite and sandwich plates.
The present paper deals with an exact analytical solution for free vibration analysis of thick laminated annular/circular plates. The equilibrium equations are derived according to the third order shear deformation plate theory (TSDT). The natural frequency is obtained and the effects of geometrical parameters on annular circular plates are studied.
Basic Equations

Kinematics
The displacement field given by Reddy's higher-order [20] , 
HOOKE'S LAW
The state of stress in the kth layer is given by the Hooke's law as follows [21] :
Where Qij (k) are the reduced stiffnesses and k is the layer number.
, ,
Equilibrium equations
The equilibrium equations are derived by using Hamilton's principle [22] The kinetic energy and the strain energy associated with the problem are,
where is mass of density of the material. The principle can be stated in analytical form as,
where indicates a variation with respect to r, and z.
Substituting stress and strain relations into Eq. (7) 
In Eqs. (8), the stress resultants N, M, P, Q, R and the inertias I are defined by, Equations (11) can be simplified for laminated plates as, (11) and, (12) and, 
and, substituting Eqs. (13)- (16) 
the displacement and rotation components assume the following forms, where denotes the frequency of vibration. Substituting Eqs. (21) into Eqs. (20) yields, 
Solution for transverse displacement
After some mathematical manipulation, the equation(25d) of motions can be rewritten as follows:
in which the coefficients are determined by where the coefficients through are given in Appendix B.
functions can be represented as form:
)
where p is the circumferential wave number corresponding mode shape. The governing differential equations in Eqs. (1)- (3) 
(59)
The transverse displacement w along with the slope rotations , were exactly determined in terms of the frequency parameter . Edges of the circular plate may take any classical boundary conditions, including free, soft simply supported, hard simply supported and clamped. The rotation functions can be obtained following forms as
Results and discussion
For numerical calculations, single-layer and three-layer transversely isotropic plate with the following non-dimensional properties are considered
Single-layer plates:
Three-layer plates: Tables 7   to 9 and Tables 11 to 13 for circular plate with laminate transversely isotropic material for various thickness-radius ratios (h/a) 0.3 and inner-outer radius ratios (b/a)=0.4.
The results computed by exact method are compared with the FEM method in Table 1- 14. It can be found that the present method can obtain very high accurate frequencies of the thick circular plates.
for the non-dimensional frequency parameter out-of plane and in-plane , is shown in Tables 7 to 9 and Tables 11 to   13 
Conclusions:
In this paper, governing equations for freely vibrating circular-annular plates was derived by applying Hamilton's principle, according to the Reddy's third-order shear deformation plate theory ( TSDT). Exact closed-form solutions were given to analyze free in-plane and out-plane vibration of circular-annular plates under different combinations of free, soft simply supported, hard simply supported and clamped boundary conditions. In-plane and out-plane non-dimensional natural frequencies for various boundary conditions were tabulated based on the TSDT and 3-D FEM .in-plane and out-plane mode shapes were presented to illustrate flexural motions of the plate.
Appendix A
The coefficients of Eqs. (19) are given by,
